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INTRODUCTION
The Schur complexes are polynomial functors from maps of free modules
over commutative rings to complexes over the same ring. They were
originally developed in an effort to write characteristic free resolutions of
the ideal of submaximal minors for the generic m_n matrix (Akin et al.,
1981). Subsequently they have been used to further the study of the
representation theory of the general linear group. In particular, they have
been used to prove the exactness of a sequence of Weyl modules (Akin, et
al., 1982) useful for determining the projectives appearing in a resolution of
certain Weyl modules.
The main purpose of this paper is to give generators and relations for all
Schur complexes attached to row convex diagrams, that is, to diagrams in
which no row has a gap. Any such diagram is given by a partition,
*=(*1 , ..., *n), with *1*2 } } } *n , and a composition +=(+1 , ..., +n),
with +i<*i . The main theorem of the paper is that all such Schur com-
plexes are the homomorphic image of a Schur complex
4*+.=4*1&+1 . } } } 4*n&+n.
and the kernel is the homomorphic image of
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
1i jn
4*1&+1 . } } } 4*i&+i+t . } } }
4*j&+j&t . } } } 4*n&+n ..
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When such is the case we say that 4*+ . has relations determined by pairs
of rows.
The first section reviews Schur complexes and shape matrices. In the
second section the Letterplace description of the Schur complexes, 4*+.,
is given. Here the letterplace techniques of Grosshans et al. (1987) are
generalized to give bases for the algebra DG4 4F, an algebra differing
from DG4F largely in the signs generated when elements of DG com-
mute past those of 4F. The letterplace description then passes to the Schur
complexes as quotient subalgebras of this algebra. The power of this
approach is in the fact that these bases give a natural ‘‘good’’ filtration (i.e.
whose composition factors are complexes associated to partitions) for the
fundamental complexes 4:.. These letterplace bases pass to similar ‘‘good’’
filtrations of some of the homomorphic images of these fundamental
complexes. This translates into the heuristic that the maps between
complexes involve only the so-called places. On restriction to Weyl
modules attached to partitions, we recover the formalism of Clausen.
The third section treats the generalization to Schur complexes of maps
given by James and Peel. Let *+ be a row convex shape and 1i< jn
a pair of indices with +i<+j . Put +$=(+1 , ..., +j , ..., +i , ..., +n), i.e., with the
+i and the +j interchanged. The JamesPeel-like injection that will interest
us is an injection
L*+ .  L*+$ ..
Dually let i be an index so that *i<*i&1 and put *$=(*1 , ..., *i+1, ..., *n)
and +$=(+1 , ..., +i+1, ..., +n). The JamesPeel-like surjection that will
interest us is a map
L*+ .  L*$+$..
These maps provide the sequences on which the inductive proof of the
presentations relies.
On the way to characterizing these maps, two new maps are given which
I term surgeries. The first of these, horizontal surgery, gives a surjection
from the tensor product of Schur complexes onto another Schur complex.
This surjection proves useful not only in establishing the surjectivity of the
JamesPeel-like surjections but also gives a simple means for demon-
strating that the relations determined by pairs of rows are in fact relations.
Later in the paper, they provide the means for using three-rowed exact
sequences to write certain relations determined by pairs of rows in terms of
other such relations.
Dual to this construction is vertical surgery. In this case, we get a map
imbedding Schur complexes into tensor products of Schur complexes
associated to diagrams of smaller weight. These embeddings allow for an
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easy demonstration of the JamesPeel-like embeddings. Additionally, when
the embedding is into an appropriate tensor product of complexes
associated to partitions, a basis for the domain can be given. This is the
material of the fourth section. These bases are a natural subset of the
LittlewoodRichardson basis for the tensor product of complexes
associated to partitions. That the basis of this tensor product gives an
explicit ‘‘good’’ filtration which realizes the LittlewoodRichardson rule is
crucial in this step.
The fifth section treats relations determined by pairs of rows. In
particular, it is concerned with the behavior of relations on JamesPeel-like
injections. The chief method of this section is to use horizontal surgery and
short exact sequences of three-rowed shapes to include certain relations
determined by pairs of rows into others. The central result of this section
is that these injections carry the relations determined by pairs of rows into
relations determined by pairs of rows.
The final section proves that all Schur complexes associated to row
convex diagrams have a presentation with relations determined by pairs of
rows. The proof goes by induction beginning with those shapes dealt with
in Section 4. The technique is to use a JamesPeel-like surjection to embed
the relations of a complex into a complex already known to have relations
determined by pairs of rows. These relations for the second complex
include the relations determined by pairs of rows of the original complex
plus some others. A Jamespeel-like injection and the results of Section 5
are then used to rule out these extra relations.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Recall that an m_p matrix is called a shape matrix if all its entries are
either 0 or 1. We say a shape matrix is n-rowed if in exactly n rows there
is at least one non-zero entry. We will call such an n-rowed shape proper
if there is at least one 1 in each of the first n-rows. A partition is a finite
sequence of nonnegative integers *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n) such that *1*2
} } } *n . A row convex shape is a pair, *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n), +=(+1 , +2 , ...,
+n), in which * is a partition and +i<*i . It is usually written *+. A skew
convex shape is a row convex shape with at least one row, k, such that
i< jk implies +i+j and ki< j implies +j+i . A skew convex shape
is a skew partition if (+1 , ..., +n) is a partition.
We will ignore terminal zeros, i.e., we identify (*1 , *2 , ..., *n) and
(*1 , *2 , ..., *n , 0). Also we identify translates of row convex shapes; that is,
*+=*$+$ whenever *$i=*i+a and +$i=+i+a for some integer a. Finally,
we think of the set of partitions as a subset of the set of the skew partitions
with +1= } } } =+n .
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To any row convex shape we may associate the shape matrix (aij) in
which aij=1 if +i< j*i and aij=0 otherwise. A row convex shape is said
to be n-rowed if its associated shape matrix has exactly n-non-zero rows.
To each shape matrix, A=(aij), we may also associate a Young diagram:
Let Z+ _Z+ be laid out on the plane with the first coordinate counting
from top to bottom and the second counting from left to right. Then the
diagram associated to (aij) puts a box at (i, j) if and only if aij=1. It is
therefore natural to use the terminology (i, j) # A to indicate aij=1.
Let (aij) be a shape matrix. Let (aij) be the shape matrix given by
a~ ij=aji . Then (aij) is the transpose of the shape matrix (aij). We
immediately get a definition for the transpose of an row convex shape.
Note that, in general, the transpose of a row convex shape need not be a
row convex shape. The weight of a shape matrix A=(aij) is  aij and is
denoted by |A|.
For any shape matrix (aij), and hence for any diagram, a filling of the
shape matrix (or, when convenient, a filling of the diagram) is a function,
F(i, j), whose domain is [(i, j): aij=1] and whose range is the positive
integers. Obviously, a filling can be given by the placement of the
appropriate integers in the Young diagram of a shape matrix. For this
reason we refer to F(i, j) as the (i, j) th entry of the filling. The content of
a filling is (a1 , a2 , ...) where ai=|[F&1(i)]|. Such a filling is standard if
(1) for each i and j< j $ with aij=aij $=1, F(i, j)<F(i, j $);
(2) for each j and i<i $, aij=ai $j=1, F(i, j)F(i $, j);
and is called costandard if
(1) for each i and j< j $ with aij=aij $=1, F(i, j)F(i, j $);
(2) for each j and i<i $, aij=ai $j=1, F(i, j)<F(i $, j).
Now for any positive integer p>0, the partitions of length p may be
totally ordered. Each such partition, *, can be represented by a p-tuple,
(*1 , ..., *p) with terminal 0’s as need be. We then say that *<*$ if
(*1 , ..., *p)>(*$1 , ..., *$p) lexicographically.
For the full details on the construction of the Schur complexes the reader
is directed to Akin et al. (1982). In brief, let .: G  F be a map of
free modules over a commutative ring, R. Let 4.=4F 4 DG and
S.=SF4G where the exterior algebras, 4F, 4G, the symmetric algebra,
SF, and the divided powers algebra, DG, are the standard Hopf algebras
on F and G. These are themselves Hopf algebras, the 4 in 4. indicating
that the multiplication and comultiplication pick up an additional sign of
(&1) ij when an element of 4iF commutes with an element of DjG. Note
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that if G=0 then 4.&4F and S.rSF and if F=0 then 4.rDG and
S.r4F. By 4k . we mean the complex
0  DkG  41FDk&1G  } } }  4iFDk&iG  } } }  4kF  0
with boundary map given by
4iFDk&i G ww
12 4iFD1GDk&i&1G
ww1,
 1 4iF41FDk&i&1G
wwm1 4i+1FDk&i&1 G
where , is D1G w
id G w. F wid 41F. Similarly,
0  4kG  S1 F4k&1G  } } }  SiF4k&iG  } } }  S kF  0
is given the structure of a complex.
To any sequence of nonnegative integers (:1 , :2 , ..., :n) we may associate
the complexes:
4(:1 , :2 , ..., :n).=4:1 .4:1 . } } } 4:n .
S(:1 , :2 , ..., :n).=S:1 .S:2 . } } } S:n ..
To any shape matrix, A=(aij), aij # [0, 1], we let ai=j aij and bj=i aij ;
that is, the ai are the row sums and the bj the column sums of the matrix.
The Schur map of a given shape matrix is the composite of the maps:
d1=d(aij) : 4:1 . } } } 4:n.
wwww2 } } } 2 4:11 . } } } 4:1m . } } } 4:n 1 . } } } 4:nm .
wwwwT 4:11 . } } } 4:n 1 . } } } 4:1m . } } } 4:nm .
wwww&  } } }  & S:11 . } } } S:n 1 . } } } S:1m . } } } S:nm .
wwwwm } } } m Sb1 . } } } Sbm .,
where 2 is diagonalization in 4., T is a twisting morphism in 4.4.
which does not introduce signs, & is the isomorphism between 41.&S1.
or between 40 .&S0 ., and m is multiplication in S.. The Schur complex
L(aij). (also denoted LA.) of shape A=(aij) is then defined as the image
of the Schur map dA . It will be convenient to have names for each of the
composands of the Schur map. I will denote the diagonalization as 2A , the
‘‘twist’’ as ?A , and the final multiplication as mA ; so dA=mA b ?A b 2A .
To any sequence of nonnegative integers (*1 , *2 , ..., *n) we may associate
the n_m shape matrix where aij=1 if j*i and equals 0 otherwise, and
m=max[*1 , *2 , ..., *n]. Similarly, given any pair of relative sequences
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(*1 , *2 , ..., *n) and (+1 , +2 , ..., +n) with +i*i , we may associate the shape
matrix aij=1 if +i< j*i and equals 0 otherwise, and m=max[*1 , *2 , ...,
*n]. In particular, this gives a means for attaching a Schur complex to
partitions, skew partitions and the like. In the current context a partition
will mean a proper partition, i.e., *1*2 } } } *n .
When A is a skew partition there is a presentation of the Schur complex.
To any sequence of nonnegative integers (:1 , :2 , ..., :n) and an integer
t<:i+1 we define (t)i+1i , referred to as a polarization map, as the composite
of maps
4(:1 , ..., :i+t, :i+1&t, ..., :n).
1 } } } 121 } } } 1
4(:1 , ..., :i , t, :i+1&t, ..., :n).
1 } } } 1m1 } } } 1
4(:1 , ..., :n).
where 2 : 4:i+t .  4t.4:i+1&t. is diagonalization and m : 4t .
4:i+1&t.  4:i+1 . is multiplication. Given the skew partition (*1 , ..., *n)
(+1 , ..., +n), let
gi : :
t>+i&+i+1
4(*1&+1 , ..., *i&1&+i&1 , *i&+i+t, *i+1&+i+1&t, *i+2&+i+2 , ..., *n&+n).
 1 } } } (t)i+1, i  } } } 1
4(*1&+1 , ..., *i&+i , *i+1&+i+1 , ..., *n&+n).
where +i&+i+1+1t*i+1&+i+1 . Then the image of the Schur map
d(*+) is the cokernel of
\ :
1in&1
g i+ : :
t+i&+i+1
1in&1
4(*1&+1 , ..., *i&1&+i&1 , *i&+i+t, *i+1&+i+1&t, *i+2&+i+2 , ..., *n&+n) .
4(*1&+1 , ..., *i&+i , *i+1&+i+1 , ..., *n&+n)..
[Akin et al., 1982, Theorem V.1.10].
In addition to the relations given above it will be useful to draw from
another list of relations for the Schur complexes the so-called partial
shuffles:
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Lemma 1.1. Let #=(*1 , *2)(+1 , +2) be a skew partition. Let k, l be
integers such that k+l<*2&+1 and m=*1+*2&+1&+2&k&l. Let gp
be the composition of maps
4(k, m, l ).  4(k, *1&+1&k, *2&+2&l, l ) .  4#.,
where the first map is diagonalization and the second multiplication. Then the
image of gp is contained in the kernel of d# .
Proof. See Akin et al. [1982].
Given partitions *=(*1 , ..., *n) and +=(+1 , ..., +m), Boffi (1993) has
proven that over Z, L*.L+. has a filtration whose associated graded
object is  c(*, +; &) L& . where c(*, +; &) are the so-called Littlewood
Richardson coefficients. These coefficients have several characterizations. I
will use the following one: For a given filling of &* let {ij be the number
of times j occurs in the i th row. Then c(*, +; &) is the number of costandard
fillings of &* of content (+m , ..., +1) subject to i>k {iji>k+1 {ij+1 , for
all 1 j<m and 1<k<n+m.
2. LETTERPLACE DESCRIPTION
The use here of the techniques of Grosshans et al. closely resembles that
of Clausen (1979, 1980). In my case, it is crucial that the bistandard
tableaux form a basis for 4F4 DG. The restriction of their proof to the
case of having a proper alphabet of letters and only positive places applies
almost word for word in the current situation (and would work for
4FDG). The only alterations that occur involve the generation of signs
when two letters commute past each other and signs generated in the
Laplace expansion. I will only indicate which definitions need to be
modified. For full details the reader may consult Klucznik (1997).
The Algebra Super [4. | P]
Let . : G  F be a map of free Z modules with bases [g1 , ..., gm] for G
and [ f1 , ..., fn] for F. Let P be a countably infinite alphabet of positive
places, [a1 , a2 , ...]. Then [4. | P] is the set of variables [(gi | aj)] _
[( fi | aj)]. These variables commute according to the rules
( fi | aj)( fk | al)=&( fk | al)( fi | aj) (1)
( fi | aj)(gk | al))=&(gk | al)( fi | aj) (2)
(gi | aj)(gk | al)=(gk | al)(gi | aj). (3)
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Super[4. | P] is the Z-algebra spanned by the monomials of [4. | P].
Define the length of a monomial fi1 7 } } } 7 fit g
(a1)
1 } } } g
(am)
m # 4. as
t+ ai . As in Grosshans et al. we define a Laplace pairing:
0 : 4.SuperP  Super[4. | P].
For w a monomial of length k in 4. and u a monomial of length l in
Super[P] the pairing is given by the rules
(1) (w | u)=0 if k{l.
(2) (1 | 1)=1.
(3) 0(x, ai)=(x | ai), x # [g1 , ..., gm , f1 , ..., fn], ai # P.
(4) (g (n)i | a
(n)
j )=(gi | aj)
(n)
(5) (w | u$u")=w (w(1) | u$)(w(2) | u") where 2w=w w(1) w(2) .
(6) (w$w" | u)=u (w$ | u(1))(w" | u (2)) where 2w=u u(1) u (2) .
The bitableau
\
w1
w2
b
wn }
u1
u2
b
un+
is shorthand for (w1 | u1)(w2 | u2) } } } (wn | un).
Place any linear order on [g1 , ..., gm , f1 , ..., fn]. Consider the [ f1 , ..., fn]
to be negative letters and the [g1 , ..., gm] positive. To each monomial
w # 4. associate the word of w, w$=x1 } } } xn , where xi # [g1 , ..., gm ,
f1 , ..., fn] and g (n)i is written as gi } } } gi . Similarly for the places, a
(n)
i is written
as ai } } } ai . Then we say that the bitableau
\
w$1
w$2
b
w$n }
u$1
u$2
b
u$n+
is bistandard if the places are column strict, and if w1 is w11w12 } } } w1*1 ; w2
is w21w22 } } } w2*2 ; ...; wn is wn1wn2 } } } wn*n , then if
(1) wij= fk then wijwij+1 and wij<wi+1 j ,
(2) wij= gk then wij<wij+1 and wijwi+1 j .
We then have the
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Theorem 2.1. The bistandard tableaux form a Z basis for 4F4 DG.
Further, if T= Ti , with the Ti bistandard, then the shape of Tthe shape
of Ti , for each Ti .
On this set of bitableaux the polarization operators, more properly
called place polarization operators in this context, are given by
w1 a (’11)1 } } } a
(’1n)
n
b b
(k)ji \wk } a (’k 1)1 } } } a (’kn)n +b b
wn a (’n 1)1 } } } a
(’nn)
n
 :
tp’pi
t1+ } } } +tn=k
‘
p \
’pj+tp
tp +
w1 a (’11)1 } } } a
(’1i&t1)
i } } } a
(’1 j+t1)
j } } } a
(’1n)
n
b b\wk } a (’k 1)1 } } } a(’ki&tk)i } } } a(’kj+tk)j } } } a (’kn)n + .b bwn a (’n 1)1 } } } a(’ni&tn)i } } } a(’nj+tn)j } } } a (’nn)n
Definition. A bitableau is called row standard if it is standard in the
letters and such that ai does not appear in any row below the i th.
3. SOME MAPS FOR SCHUR COMPLEXES
James and Peel, as part of a proof for Specht series for Specht modules,
constructed classes of injections and surjections between Specht modules.
In the letterplace language the injections are induced by place polarizations
and the surjections by identity maps on a particular cover. We will need a
subset of analogous maps of Schur complexes.
Lemma 3.1 (Horizontal Surgery). Let :=(aij) be a proper n-rowed
shape with n2. Let m<n. Let ;=(bij), #=(cij) with
bij={aij ,0,
if im,
otherwise,
cij={aij ,0,
if i>m,
otherwise.
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Then the identity mapping id: 4; .4#.&4:. induces a surjection of the
tensor product of Schur complexes L;.L# . onto the Schur complex L:..
Proof. First note that 4:. is isomorphic to 4;.4#.. It is sufficient
to show that d: factors through L;.L#.. Let a j= aij , b j= bij , and
c j= cij be the column sums of :, ;, and #, respectively. We have
a j=b j+c j. The tensor product of the Schur complexes L;.L#. lies in
S; .S#~ .&Sb1 . } } } Sbk .Sc1 . } } } Sck .. But since the twisting
involved in the definition of the Schur complex does not introduce signs we
may consider L; .L#. as lying in Sb1 .Sc1 . ...Sbk .Sck . where
k is such that aik {0 for at least one i and ail=0 for all l>k. But then
2:=2; 2# and ?:=?; ?# . Then, putting M equal to the map
Sb1 .Sc1 . } } } Sbk .Sck . wwww
m } } } m Sa1 . } } } Sak .,
where m is multiplication of adjacent symmetric powers, we have
m:=M b (m; m#) by associativity. We therefore get d:=m: b ?: b 2:=
M b (m; m#) b (?; ?#) b (2; 2#)=M b (d; d#). And the lemma is
proved.
The following lemma identifies the injections.
Lemma 3.2. Let : be the row convex shape (*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n). Let
i< j such that +i<+j*i . Let
;=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +i&1 , +j , +i+1 , ..., +j&1 , +1 , +j+1 , ..., +n).
Then the map (+j&+i)ji : 4:.  4;. induces a map on the Schur complexes
L:.  L;. which is also induced by id: S:~ .  S; ..
Proof. That the lemma is true when n=2 is given in [Akin et al., 1982]
Section 4 and in [Akin and Buchsbaum, 1985] Sections II.2 and V.1.
Suppose then that n>2. As usual we are free to permute the rows of the
shapes without changing the associated complexes. For the sake of the
proof make the i th row the first, the j th the second and then the remainder
in order as they occur. Then the map between the shapes is given by
(+n&+i)21 . Let
:$=(*i , *j)(+i , +j)
;$=(*i , *n)(+j , +i)
and
:"=;"=(*1 , ..., * i , ..., * j , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +^i , ..., +^j , ..., +n)
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where  means to delete these entries. Now by the proof of Lemma 3.1, the
Schur map for L:. factors through the tensor product of Schur complexes
L:$.L:". and the Schur map for L;. through the tensor product of
Schur complexes L;$ .L;"..
Consider the diagram
4:$.4:". ww

21
(+n&+i)
4;$.4;".
d:$ d:" d;$ d;"
S:~ $.S:~ ".
& S; $ .S; ".
M: M;
S:~ .
& S; .,
where M: and M; are the appropriate multiplications as defined in the
proof of Lemma 3.1. Notice that, in this case, they are in fact the same
map. By the veracity of the lemma for the two rowed case the top square
of the diagram commutes. Trivially the bottom square does and the lemma
is proved.
Remark. It is at once clear that such a map is an injection.
I next prove a lemma dual to horizontal surgery. Let :=(aij) be a shape
whose transpose is a proper q-rowed shape. Let m<q. Let ;=(bij),
#=(cij) with
bij={aij ,0,
if jm,
otherwise,
cij={aij ,0,
if j>m,
otherwise.
Let ai=j aij , bi=j bij , and ci=j cij be the row sums of each shape.
Let 2: 4ai .  4bi .4ci . be the diagonalization and put 2 v=
21  } } } 2n . We then have the
Lemma 3.3 (Vertical Surgery). Let :, ;, and # be as above. Then 2
induces an injection of the Schur complex L: . into the tensor product of
Schur complexes L; .L#..
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Proof. I want to show that the following diagram commutes
4:. ww
2v 4;.4#.
d: d; d#
S: . ww
& S;.S#..
Suppose (aij) is a p_q matrix. Since ?:=?; ?# and m:=m; m# , it is
enough to show
2v4:. 4;.4#.
2: 2; 2#
4a11. } } } 4apq . ww
& 4b11 . } } } 4bpq .4c11 . } } } 4cpq .
commutes where the bottom isomorphism needs explanation. The
isomorphism follows from the identification of 4aij . with 4bij . when jm,
the identification of 4aij. with 4cij . when j>m, and the fact that 4bij .&Z
when j>m and 4cij .&Z for jm. For each row of the shape, however,
the diagram
2i4:i . 4;i .4#i .
2 2
4a11. } } } 4a1q . ww
& 4b11 . } } } 4b1q .4c11 . } } } 4c1q .
commutes by coassociativity. The previous diagram therefore commutes
since each map there is the p-fold tensor product of maps from this last
diagram.
From this follows
Lemma 3.4. Let ;=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a row convex diagram in
standard position. Pick a row j such that +j<+j+1 } } } +n . Let m be
minimal such that +m=+m+1= } } } =+j and *m=*m+1= } } } =*j , and
*m&1>*j . Let
#=(*1 , ..., *m&1, *m+1, ..., *j+1, *j+1, ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +m&1, +m+1, ..., +j+1, +j+1, ..., +n).
Then the map id: 4;.  4#. induces a surjection L;.  L#..
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Proof. It is immediate that if such a map exists it is a surjection. Let us
begin with the case ;=(2 p+q, 1r)(1 p, 0q+r), #=(2 p+q+r)(1 p, 0q, 1r).
Then the kernel of 4;.  L;. is
:
1ip&1
(1)i+1i4 (1i&1, 2, 0, 1p&i&1, 2q, 1r) .
+(2)p+1p4(1p&1, 3, 0, 2q&1, 1r) .
+ :
1iq&1
(1)p+i+1p+i4(1p, 2i&1, 3, 1, 2q&i&1, 1r).
+ :
1iq&1
(2)p+i+1p+i4(1p, 2i&1, 4, 0, 2q&i&1, 1r).
+(1)p+q+1, p+q4(1p, 2q&1, 3, 0, 1r&1).
+ :
1ir&1
(1)p+q+i+1p+q+i4 (1p, 2q, 1i&1, 2, 0, 1r&i&1) ..
Since these are contained in the kernel of d# , the lemma is true in this case.
Now consider the general case.
p=|[k : 1k<m, and +j<+k*j] |,
q=|[k : 1k<m, and +k<+j]|,
r=j&m+1.
Let \ : [1, ..., m&1]  [1, 2],
2, if +x>*j
\(x)={1, if +j<+x*j0, if +x+j .
;$=#$
=(*1&2, ..., *m&1&2, *m&1, ..., *n&1)(+1&\(1), ..., +m&1&\(m&1), +m&1, ..., +n&1)
;=(2p+q, 1r)(1p, 0q+r)
#=(2p+q+r)(1p, 0q, 1r).
Then L; . injects into L;$ .L;". and L#. injects into L#$.L#".
and L;". is a skew partition. It follows from the first case that
id: 4;$.4;".&4#$ .4#". induces a map L;$ .L;".  L#$.
L#".. In the diagram,
4;.
& 4#.
d2 2
4;$.4;". ww
& 4#$ .4#"..
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The vertical maps are the same tensor product of diagonalizations and so
the diagram commutes. Suppose that x # 4; . such that d;(x)=0. Then
(d;$ d;")(2x)=0 since 2 induces the injection L;.  L;$.L;".. Then
(d#$ d#")(2x)=0 since the identity map induces a map L;$ .L;". 
L#$.L#".. Then d#(x)=0 by the facts that the square commutes and 2
induces the injection L#.  L#$.L.".. The lemma is proved.
4. LETTERPLACE BASIS
Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ...+n) be a row convex diagram. Let #i=*i&+i .
Put
I#.= :
t>max[0, +i&+j]
1i< jn
*j>+i
(t)ji 4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n).
whose image lies in 4(#1, ..., #n).. The goal will be to prove the presentation:
I#.  4(#1, ..., #n) .  L#.  0.
When this presentation holds we will use the phrase that L#. has relations
determined by pairs of rows.
Rel ij=: D (k)j, i 4*1&+1 . } } } 4*i&+i+k. } } }
4*j&+j&k . } } } 4*n&+n .
where k>+i&+j+max[0, +i&+j] if +i+j and k1, otherwise, and the
relations
Rel ji=: D (k)ij 4*1&+1 . } } } 4*i&+i&k. } } }
4*j&+j+k . } } } 4*n&+n .
k>*i&*j are in ker d* . Let
gij : Relij ww
 (k)j, i 4*.
and
g ij : Rel ji ww
 (k)j, i 4*..
Lemma 4.1. Let *=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a row convex shape. Then
the images of gij and g ij are in the kernel of the Schur map d* .
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Proof. Let ;=(*i , *j)(+i , +j) and #=(*1 , ..., * i , ..., * j , ..., *n)
(+1 , ..., +^i , ..., +^j , ..., +n). Permute the rows of * so that the i th row is the
first and the j th is the second. Then by the horizontal surgery lemma, there
is a surjection of complexes:
L;.L#.  L*..
Furthermore,
4; .4#.&4*..
Now since the identity map 4;.4#.&4*. induces the surjection of
L;.L#. onto L* ., the kernel of
4*.  L;.L#.
is (ker d; 4#.)+(4; .ker d#). The first summand is precisely the
image of gij and g ij and the corollary is proved.
We next show that the existence of a LittlewoodRichardson filtration
for the tensor product of complexes associated to partitions allows us to
write a particular letterplace basis. This basis will allow me, in a following
theorem, to establish a similar basis for a class of skew convex shapes.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose *=(*1 , ..., *n) and +=(+1 , ..., +m) are partitions.
Number the places of *, a1 , ..., an from top to bottom and the places of +,
a~ 1 , ..., a~ m from bottom to top. Then L*.L+. has a basis of bistandard
bitableaux of the form
}
w1 a (*1)1 a~
({11)
1 a~
({12)
2 } } } a~
({1m)
n
b b
wn a (*n)n a~
({n1)
1 a~
({n 2)
2 } } } a~
({nm)
n
wn+1
b
a~ ({n+11)1 a~
({n+12)
2 } } } a~
({n+1m)
n
b
wn+k a~ ({n+kk)k a~
({n+k+1k+1)
k+1 } } } a~
({n+k+1m)
n
b b
wn+m a~ ({m+nm)n
with i>k {iji>k+1 {ij+1 , for all 1 j<n and 1<k<n+m.
Proof. The proof that, unless the ai th place occurs to the *i th divided
power in the i th row, the bitableau lies in the kernel of d* d+ is verbatim
that of the previous corollary. Thus we must show the veracity of the
condition on the {ij ’s. To this end fix a shape (|1 , ..., |m+n) of bitableaux.
This corresponds to a particular filtration level of L* .4+. and passes
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to a filtration of L*.L+.. Let T be the set of row standard bitableaux
of shape | subject to the condition that the ai th place occurs to the *i th
divided power in the i th row. To each such bitableaux associate the
mn+( m+12 )-tuple,
XT=({11 , {21 , ..., {n+11 , {12 , {22 , ..., {n+22 , {1i , {2i , ..., {n+ii , {n+mm).
Order the given tableaux T $>T, if XT $>XT lexicographically. (Note that
straightening gives a nonstandard bitableau as a linear combination of
bitableaux which are strictly less in the given order.)
Now suppose that T fails the condition on the {ij . Pick a particular j
and k such that i>k {ij>i>k+1 {ij+1. Let {=1ik {ij and {$=
i>k+1 {ij+1. Note that the j th place corresponds to the (m+1& j) th row
of the shape and the ( j+1)st place corresponds to the (m& j) th row. We
have {+{$<+m+1& j so that among the relations of L* .L+. is the
image of:
1(+m+1&j&{)
}~ 0 
(+m&j&{$)
]j+10 4(+m+1&j&{++m&j&{$, +1, ..., +m&j&1, {$, {, +m&j+2 , ..., +m).,
which is a partial shuffle. In particular, we have the relation
}
w1 a ({1 j+1)0 a
(*1)
1 a~
({11)
1 a~
({12)
1 } } } a
({1 j)
j a
(0)
j+1 } } } a~
({1m)
n
b b
wk a ({kj+1)0 } } } a
({kj)
j a
(0)
j+1 } } } a~
({km)
n
wk+1 a ({k+1 j+{k+1 j+1)0 } } } a
(0)
j a
(0)
j+1 } } } a~
({k+1m)
n
wk+2 a ({k+1 j)0 } } } a
(0)
j a
({k+2 j+1)
j+1 } } } a~
({k+2m)
n
(+m+1&j&{)
}~ 0 
(+m&j&{$)
j+ 10 b b
wj a ({jj)0 } } } a
(0)
j a
({jj+1)
j+1 } } } a~
({jm)
n
b b
wn+k a~ ({n+kk)k a~
({n+k+1k+1)
k+1 } } } a~
({n+k+1m)
n
b b
wn+m a~ ({m+nm)n
which is T plus a possibly empty sum of bitableaux greater than T.
Thus all elements of L*.L+. may be written as a linear combination
of bistandard tableaux of the indicated type. The theorem will follow from
showing that L*.L+. has a Z rank equal to the number of these
bitableaux since the Schur map splits over Z. But this is immediate by the
characterization of the LittlewoodRichardson coefficients given in the
preliminary section.
In the situation in which *n+1 we may embed the complex L*+ . into
the tensor product of Schur complexes associated to partitions. By showing
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that this surjects onto a particular subset of the basis of the previous
theorem I get not only a basis for such complexes but a convenient presen-
tation.
Theorem 4.3. Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a skew convex diagram
in standard position with the kth row being the distinguished one. Suppose
*k+1=*k+2= } } } =*n+1 . Number the places of # so that according to the
places the +i are in ascending order. If the i th place refers to the jth row then
set *i*=*j and +i*=+j . Assume that if +i*=+*i+ j then the row associated to
the i th place lies below the row associated to the (i+ j) th. Then
(1) L#. has a basis consisting of bistandard bitableaux of the form
w1 a (*n&+1*+t11)1 a
(t12)
2 } } } a
(t1n)
n
b b\wi } a (*n&+i*+tii)i a (tii+1)i+1 } } } a (tin)n +b bwn a (*n&+n*+tnn)n
with i>t tiji>l+1 tij $ where j and j $ are consecutive places associated to
rows lying above the (k+1)st and 0<l<n.
(2) Putting #i=*i&+i , L#. has a presentation
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
i< j
4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .  4#..
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the relations
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
i< j
(t)ji 4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .
are onto the kernel. The proof begins with a lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let
w1 a ({11)1 a
({12)
2 } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
T=\wi } a ({ii)i } } } a ({in)n +b bwn a ({nn)n
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be a row standard tableaux in 4#.. If for some 0<in, {ii<*n&+i* then
this bitableau lies in the image of
:
t>max[+i&+j, 0]
i< j
(t)ji 4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .  4#..
Proof. It is sufficient to show that such bitableaux lie in the partial
shuffles between pairs of rows. To begin, let #i*=*i*&+i*. Note that by
row standardness {11=*1*&+1**n&+1* . Suppose {22<*n&+2* ; then
{12>*2*&*n . Suppose the i th row corresponds to the first place and the
jth corresponds to the second. If j>i then the j th row is contained in the
ith and so ({12)21 4(#1*+{12, #2*&{12, ..., #n*). is a relation and
w1 a (#1*+{12)1 a
(0)
2 } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
T=({12)21 \wi } a ({ii)i } } } a ({in)n + .b bwn a ({nn)n
On the other hand, suppose j<i. Then amongst the relations of L# . are
(t)21 4(#1*+t, #2*&t, ..., #n*)., for t>*2*&*1* . In this case {12>*2*&*n*2*&*1*
and so again
w1 a (#1*+{12)1 a
(0)
2 } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
T=({12)21 \wi } a ({ii)i } } } a ({in)n + .b bwn a ({nn)n
The proof continues by induction; so assume for some j>2 and all i< j
all row standard bitableaux with {ii<*n&+i* lie in the relations deter-
mined by pairs of rows. Let
w1 a ({11)1 a
({12)
2 } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
T=\wi } a ({ii)i } } } a ({in)n +b bwn a ({nn)n
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be a row standard bitableau with {ii*n&+i* for i< j and {ij<*n&+j*.
Now since # is row convex the row associated with the j th place either lies
above or below the rows associated to the places 1 through j&1. Assume
the former. Then the row associated with the j th place lies within each row
associated with the places 1 through j&1. Thus amongst the relations
determined by pairs of rows are (t)ji 4(#1*, ..., #i*+t, ..., #j*&t, ..., #1*) ., for all i< j
and t>0. Now partially order all the row standard bitableaux with {ii
*n&+i* for i< j lexicographically according to the j-tuple {=({1 j , {2 j , ...,
{j&1 j). Note that the j-tuple associated to T is non-zero since i< j {ij>
(*j*&+j*)&(*n&+j*)=*j*&*n0. Suppose {1 j>0, then
w1 a (#1*+{1 j)1 a
({12)
2 } } } a
(0)
j a
({1n)
n
b b
T=({1 j)j1 \wi } a ({ii)i } } } a ({in)n +b bwn a ({nn)n
and so these bitableaux lie in the relations determined by pairs of rows.
Assume inductively that all tableaux greater than T lie in the relations
determined by pairs of rows. Pick i is so that {ij>0, then
w1 a (#1*)1 a
({12)
2 } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
({ij)ji \wi } a ({ii+{ij)i } } } a (0)j } } } a ({in)n +b bwn a ({nn)n
equals T plus a possibly empty sum of bitableaux greater than T and so T
also lies in the relations determined by pairs of rows.
Suppose on the other hand that the row associated to the j th place lies
above the rows associated to the places 1 through j&1. Partially order the
bitableaux with {ij<*n&+j* by T $>T if {$j&1 j&1<{j&1 j&1. Note that the
greatest of these will have {j&1 j&1<*n&+*j&1 and so will lie in the rela-
tions determined by pairs of rows. Suppose then that {j&1 j&1*n&+*j&1 ,
and that all T $ with {$j&1 j&1<{j&1 j&1 lie in the relations determined by
pairs of rows. Now {=i< j&1 {ij&1**j&1&*n , so {+{jj<**j&1&+j*.
Thus the relations determined by pairs of rows include the partial shuffle:
(*j*&+j*&{jj)j0 b 
(**j&1&+*j&1&{)
j&10 4(*j*&+j*&{jj+**j&1&+*j&1&{, #1*, ..., #*j&2, {, {jj , #*j+1, ..., #n*). .
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Then
w1 a ({1 j)0 a
(#1*)
1
a ({12)
2
} } } a ({1 j&1)j&1 a
(0)
j } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
wj&2 a ({j&2 j)0 a
({j&2 j&2)
j&2 } } } a
({j&2 j&1)
j&1 a
(0)
j } } } a
({j&1n)
n
(*j*&+j*&{jj)j0 b 
(**j&1&+*j&1&{)
j&10 \wj&1 } a ({j&1 j&1+{j&1 j)0 a (0)j&1a (0)j } } } a ({jn)n +wj a ({jj)j } } } a ({jn)nb b
wn a ({nn)n
T plus a possibly empty sum of bitableaux greater than T and so T also
lies in the relations determined by pairs of rows. The lemma is
demonstrated.
Continuation of the Proof of the Theorem. The lemma informs us that
any basis of L#. consists of bistandard bitableaux of the form
w1 a (*n&+1*+{11)1 a
({12)
2
} } } a ({1n)n
b b\wi } a (*n&+i*+{ii)i a ({ii+1)i+1 } } } a ({in)n + .b bwn a (*n&+n*+{nn)n
Now to any row standard bitableau of the form
w1 a (*n&+1*+{11)1 a
({12)
2
} } } a ({1n)n
b b\wi } a (*n&+i*+{ii)i a ({ii+1)i+1 } } } a ({in)n +b bwn a (*n&+n*+{nn)n
we associate the ( n+12 )-tuple XT=({11 , {12 , {22 , ..., {1i , {2i , ..., {ii , ..., {nn). We
then order the given tableaux T $>T, if XT $>XT lexicographically. (Note
that straightening moves one up in this order.) Now suppose T is a row
standard bitableau which fails the condition i>l {iji>l+1 {ij $ for all
1 j<n, 1 j<n. Pick a particular j and l which fail; i.e., such that
i>l {ij>i>l+1 {ij $ . Let {=1il {ij and {$=l+2in {ij $ . Then
{+{$<1in {ij=*j*&*n . Thus *n&+*j $+{+{$<*j*&+*j $ and so
amongst the partial shuffles of L#. are
(*j*&+j*&{)j0 b 
(**j $&*n&{$)
_4(*j*&+j*&{+*j $*&*n&{$, #1*, ..., #*j&1, {, #*j+1, ..., #*j $&1, *n&+j $*+{$, #*j $+1, ..., #n*)..
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In particular, (*j*&+j*&{)j0 b 
(*j $*&*n&{$)
j $0 applied to
}
w1 a ({1 j $)0 a
(*n&+1*+{11)
1
a ({12)
2
} } } a ({1 j)j } } } a
(0)
j $ } } } a
({1n)
n
b b
wl a ({lj$)0 a
(*n&+l*+{ll)
l a
({1l+1)
l+1 } } } a
({lj)
j } } } a
(0)
j $ } } } a
({ln)
n
wl+1 a ({l+1 j+{l+1 j $)0 a
(*n&+l*+1+{l+1l+1)
l+1 a
({1+1l+2)
l+2 } } } a
(0)
j } } } a
(0)
j $ } } } a
({l+1n)
n
wl+2 a ({l+2 j)0 a
(*n&+l*+2+{l+2l+2)
l+2 a
({1+2l+3)
l+3 } } } a
(0)
j } } } a
({l+1 j $)
j $ } } } a
({l+1n)
n
b b
wj&1 a ({j&1 j)0 a
(*n&+*j&1+{j&1 j&1)
j&1 a
(0)
j } } } a
({j+1 j $)
j $ } } } a
({j+1n)
n
wj a (*n&+j*+{jj)0 a
(0)
j } } } a
({jj$)
j $ } } } a
({jn)
n
wj+1 a (*n&+*j+1+{j+1 j+1)j+1 } } } a
({j+1n)
n
b b
wn a (*n&+n*+{nn)n
is such a relation and its image is T plus a possibly empty sum of
bitableaux greater than T plus bitableaux which fail to satisfy the condition
that the aj th place must occur to at least the (*n&+j) th divided power in
the j th row of the bitableau. Thus the standard bitableaux satisfying the
given condition span the image of L#.. All that remains is to show their
linear independence.
Remark. This last bitableau is obtained from T by having aj $ occurring
to the 0th divided power in rows 1 through l+1 and by having aj occurring
to the 0th divided power in rows l+1 through j. The divided power to
which a0 occurs in each row is that needed to give a bitableau of the same
shape as T.
To this end let #$=(*nn)(+1 , ..., +n) and #"=(*1 , ..., *k)(*
k
n). Then if the
rows of #$ are permuted to match the order of the places it is the partition
(*n&+1* , ..., *n&+*n). Now to each of the rows 1 through k let the place
associated to the i th row be [i]. For 1ik put i=k+1 &i[i] . Then
1 b } } } b k : 4#.  4#$.4#". induces an injection L#.  L#$.L#" ..
By the corollary to vertical surgery and the LittlewoodRichardson basis
theorem this map carries our putative basis to linearly independent
elements of L#$ .L#"., and part (1) of the theorem is demonstrated.
Part (2) is now immediate since we have demonstrated that the relations
determined by pairs of rows are sufficient to straighten to this basis.
5. RELATIONS DETERMINED BY PAIRS OF ROWS
The goal now is to show that relations between pairs of rows are well
behaved relative to certain JamesPeel-like sequences. To begin, given a
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three rowed skew convex shape, #=(*1 , *2 , *3+1)(+1 , +2 , +3+1), up to
permutation of the columns # is either a skew partition or satisfies +2<
+3+1 and *3>+1 . In this latter case, the shape satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 4.3. Thus all three-rowed row convex shapes have relations deter-
mined by pairs of rows. In either case, putting ;=(*1 , *2 , *3)(+1 , +2 , +3),
the identity map id: 4..  4#. induces a surjection id
t
: L;.  L#.. In the
first case, let :=(*1 , *2 , *3)(+1 , +3 , +2). Then (+2&+3)32 : 4:.  4;.
induces an injection  (+2&+3)32 : L: .  L;.. The cokernel of 
(+2&+3)
32 has a
presentation whose generators are 4;.&4# . and whose relations are
:
t>+1&+2
 (t)21 4(*1&+1+t, *2&+2&t, *3&+3).
+ :
t>+2&+3
 (t)32 4(*1&+1, *2&+2+t, *3&+3&t).+
(+2&+3)
32 4(*1&+1, *2&+3, *3&+2)..
These being the generators and relations for L#. we get that id
t
induces an
isomorphism between the cokernel of  (+2&+3)32 and L#..
In the other case, both ; and # are shapes covered by the previous
theorem and so we can write down their generators. Put :=(*1 , *2 , *3)
(+3 , +2 , +1). Then (+1&+3)31 : 4: .  4;. induces an injection 
(+1&+3)
31 :
L:.  L;.. The cokernel of  (+1&+3)31 has a presentation whose generators
are 4;.&4#. and whose relations are
:
t>+1&+2
 (t)21 4(*1&+1+t, *2&+2&t, *3&+3) .
+ :
t>0
(t)32 4(*1&+1, *2&+2+t, *3&+3&t) .+
(+1&+3)
31 4(*1&+3, *2&+2, *3&+1) ..
These being the generators and relations for L#. we get that id
t
induces an
isomorphism between the cokernel of  (+1&+3)31 and L#.. In summary,
Lemma 5.1. Let #=(*1 , *2 , *3+1)(+1 , +2 , +3+1) be a skew convex
shape. Let ;=(*1 , *2 , *3)(+1 , +2 , +3) and : be as appropriate from the
above discussion. Then with the maps there defined there is a short exact
sequence of Schur complexes:
0  L:.  L;.  L#.  0.
Corollary 5.2. Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a row convex shape.
Let p<q<r be three rows so that *r+p+q> +r, then
(+p&+r)rp 4(#1, ..., *p&+r , ..., *r&+p) .
/(+q&+r)rq 4(#1, ..., *q&+r , ..., *r&+q). mod I#..
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Proof. Let
; =(*p , *q , *r)(+p , +q , +r)
#~ =(*p , *q , *r+1)(+p , +q , +r+1)
:~ =(*p , *q , *r)(+p , +r , +q).
Then
0  L:~ .  L; .  L#~ .  0
is an exact sequence of Schur complexes with L:~ .  L; . induced by
(+q&+r)32 : 4:~ .  4; . and L; .  L#~ . induced by id: 4; .  4#~ .. Now
since ; is a skew partition L; . has relations
:
t>+p&+q
(t)21 4(*p&+p+t, *q&+q&t, *r&+r).
+ :
t>+q&+r
(t)32 4(*p&+p , *q&+q+t, *r&+r&t) ..
The exactness of the sequence states that the relations of L#~ . are contained
in
:
t>+p&+q
(t)21 4(*p&+p+t, *q&+q&t, *r&+r).
+ :
t+q&+r
(t)32 4(*p&+p , *q&+q+t, *r&+r&t) ..
Thus
(+p&+r)31 4(*p&+r , *q&+q , *r&+p)./ :
t>+p&+q
(t)21 4(*p&+p+t, *q&+q&t, *r&+r) .
+ :
t+q&+r
(t)32 4 (*p&+p , *q&+q+t, *r&+r&t).
=I; .+(+q&+r)32 4(*p&+p , *q&+r , *r&+q).
Tensoring with 4(#1, ..., #^p , ..., #^q , ..., #^r , ..., #n) ., where  means to omit, gives the
required result since
I; .4(#1, ..., #^p , ..., #^q , ..., #^r , ..., #n)./I;..
With a similar end in view, we prove the following lemma and its
corollary.
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Lemma 5.3. Given *1>*2 and +1>+2 , let :=(*1 , *2 , *2)(+2 , +2 , +1),
;=(*1 , *2 , *2)(+1 , +2 , +2), and #=(*1 , *2+1, *2+1)(+1 , +2+1, +2+1).
Then there is an exact sequence of Schur complexes
0  L:.  L;.  L#.  0
where L:.  L;. is induced by (+1&+2)31 : 4:.  4;., and L;.  L#. is
induced by id: 4;.  4#..
Proof. For each shape, let the first row correspond to the third place,
the second row to the first, and the third row to the second. Then, by vertical
surgery, L;. injects into L(*2 , *2 , *2)(+2 , +2 , +1) .L(*1&*2) . and L#. injects
into L(*2+1, *2+1, *2+1)(+2+1, +2+1, +1).L(*1&*2&1).. By the corollary to
vertical surgery, all bistandard bitableaux of 4; . not of the form
w1 a (*2&+2)1 a
(*1&*2&t)
3
\w2 } a (*2&+2)2 +w3 a (*2&+1+t)3
for 0t+1&+2 lie in the kernel of d; , and all bistandard bitableaux of
4#. not of the form
w1 a (*2&+2)1 a
(*1&*2&t)
3
\w2 } a (*2&+2)2 +w3 a (*2&+1+t)3
for 1t+1&+2 lie in the kernel of d# . On the other hand, the Pieri
filtration gives that the rank of L; . is equal to the number of standard
tableaux of shape &t=(*1&+2&t, *2&+2 , *2&+1+t) for 0t+1&+2 .
We may therefore conclude that none of the indicated bistandard
bitableaux vanish in L; . and, in fact, that they are linearly independent
there. Now, should they fail to span, there is a vector v # L; . such that v
is not in the image of these bistandard bitableaux but such that some
integral multiple is. But this is impossible since 4;. is a direct sum over
Z of the bitableaux which vanish under d; and those that do not. For the
same reasons, the exhibited bistandard bitableaux must be a basis for L# ..
Therefore the kernel of L; .  L#. is the bistandard bitableaux of the form
w1 a (*2&+2)1 a
(*1&*2)
3
\w2 } a (*2&+2)2 + .w3 a (*2&+1)3
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We are done if we can show these bitableaux are in the image of
(+1&+2)23 4:. modulo the kernel of d; . We may show instead that the
bitableaux lie in (*1&*2)32 4 (*2&+2 , *1&+2 , *2&+1) . modulo the kernel of d; . But
w1 a (*2&+2)1 a
(*1&*2)
2 w1 a
(*2&+2)
1 a
(*1&*2)
3
(*1&*2)32 \w2 } a (*2&+2)2 +=\w2 } a (*2&+2)2 +w3 a (*2&+1)3 w3 a (*2&+1)3
plus a sum of bitableaux in which a2 occurs in the second row to a divided
power less than *2&+2 . These latter lie in the kernel of d; and we are done.
Corollary 5.4. Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a row convex shape
and let p<q<r be three rows so that *q=*r+p>+q=+r . Then
(+p&+q)pq 4(#1, ..., *p&+q , ..., *q&+p) .
/(+p&+r)rp 4(#1, ..., *p&+r , ..., *r&+p). mod I#..
Proof. Let
; =(*p , *q , *r)(+p , +q , +r)
#~ =(*p , *q+1, *r+1)(+p , +q+1, +r+1)
:~ =(*p , *q , *r)(+r , +q , +p)
Then
0  L:~ .  L; .  L#~ .  0
is an exact sequence of Schur complexes with L:~ .  L; . induced by
(+p&+q)31 : 4:~ .  4; . and L; .  L#~ . induced by id: 4; .  4#~ .. Now
since ; is a skew partition L; . has relations
:
t>+p&+q
(t)21 4(*p&+p+t, *q&+q&t, *r&+r).
+ :
t>0
(t)32 4(*p&+p , *q&+q+t, *r&+r&t) ..
The exactness of the sequence states that L#~ . has relations
:
t>+p&+q
(t)21 4(*p&+p+t, *q&+q&t, *r&+r) .
+ :
t>0
(t)32 4(*p&+p , *q&+q+t, *r&+r&t) .+
(+p&+r)
31 4(*p&+r , *q&+q , *r&+p)..
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Thus
(+p&+q)21 4(*p&+q , *q&+p , *r&+r) ./ :
t>+p&+q
(t)21 4(*p&+p+t, *q&+q&t, *r&+r).
+ :
t>0
(t)32 4(*p&+p , *q&+q+t, *r&+r&t) .
+(+p&+r)31 4(*p&+r , *r&+q , *r&+p) ..
Tensoring with 4(#1, ..., #^p , ..., #^q , ..., #^r , ..., *n&+n)., where  means to omit, gives
that
(+p&+q)qp 4(*1&+1, ..., *p&+q , ..., *q&+p , ..., *n&+n).
/I#.+(+p&+r)rp 4(#1, ..., #^p , ..., #^q , ..., #^r , ..., *n&+n) ..
The following lemma is central to this chapter.
Lemma 5.5. Let : be the row convex shape (*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n). Let
i< j such that +i<+j*i . Let
;=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +i&1 , +j , +i+1 , ..., +j&1 , +i , +j+1 , ..., +n).
Then the map induced by (+j&+i)ji : 4:.  4;. sends the relations determined
by pairs of rows of : into the relations determined by pairs of rows of ;.
Proof. The relations determined by pairs of rows of L:. are
:
t>max[0, +p&+q]
p<q
*q>+p
(t)qp 4(:1, ..., :p+t, ..., :q&t, ..., :n) ..
There are six cases:
(1) Suppose p, q  [i, j]. Then
(t)qp 4(;1, ..., ;p+t, ..., ;q&t, ..., ;n) .
are relations of L;.. We have
(+j&+i)ji b 
(t)
qp =
(t)
qp b 
(+j&+i)
ji
and
(+j&+i)ji 4(:1, ..., :p+t, ..., :q&t, ..., :n) ./4(;1, ..., ;p+t, ..., ;q&t, ..., ;n).
and so the lemma is true in this case.
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(2) Suppose p=i, q= j; then
(t)ji 4(;1, ..., ;i+t, ..., ;j&t, ..., ;n) .
are relations of L;. whenever t>+j&+i . We have
(+j&+i)ji b 
(t)
ji =\+j&+i+tt + (+j&+i+t)ji
and again the claim is true.
(3) Suppose q=i; let
:~ =(*p , *i , *j)(+p , +i , +j),
; =(*p , *i , *j)(+p , +j , +i).
Consider the relations in L:~ . of the form
(t)21 4(:p+t, :i&t, :j) ..
They are spanned by the image of bistandard bitableaux in
4(:p+t, :i&t, :j).
under (t)21 and, hence, are spanned by bitableaux of the form
w1 a (:p)1 a
(t)
2 a
(r1)
3
\w2 } a (:i&t)2 a (r2)3 + ,w3 a (r3)3
with t>max[0, +p&+j]. I wish to show
w1 a (:p)1 a
(t)
2 a
(r1)
3
(t)21 \w2 } a (:i&t)2 a (r2)3 +/I; ..w3 a (r3)3
Now we may assume +p+j , for otherwise the claim follows from the
facts that L; . is a skew partition and L:~ .  L; . is a map. Now
w1 a (:p)1 a
(t)
2 a
(r1)
3
(t)21 \w2 } a (:i&t)2 a (r2)3 +w3 a (r3)3
w1 a (:p)1 a
(t&u)
2 a
(u+r1)
3
=: \u+r1r1 +\
+j&+i&u+r2
r2 + \w2 } a (:i&t&(+j&+i&u))2 a (+j&+i&u+r2)3 + .w3 a (r3)3
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Now, since +p+j , all summands with u<t lie in I; .. Thus the only
summand to consider is
w1 a (:p)1 a
(t+r1)
3
\w2 } a (:i&t&(+j&+i))2 a (+j&+i+r2)3 + .w3 a (r3)3
But
(t)31 4(:p+t, *i&+j , *j&+i&t).
are relations for L; . and so clearly
(t+r1)31 4(:p+t+r1, *i&+j , *j&+i&t&ri).
is as well. This last summand is the image of
w1 a (:p+t+r1)1
(t+r1)31 \w2 } a(:i&t&(+j&+i))2 a (+j&+i+r2)3 + # L; ..w3 a (r3)3
The result now follows by tensoring with 4(:1, ..., :^p , ..., :~ i , ..., :^j , ..., :n) ..
(4) The next case is p=i. We deal with the cases q< j and q> j,
separately. In the former situation, let
:~ =(*i , *q , *j)(+i , +q , +j)
; =(*i , *q , *j)(+j , +q , +i).
Then ; , being a three-rowed row convex shape, has relations determined
by pairs of rows. (+i&+j)31 must carry all the relations of L:~ . into relations
of L; . including those determined by pairs of rows. Now each relation
(t)qi 4(:1, ..., :i+t, ..., :q&t, ..., :n) .
of L:. is paired with a corresponding relation for L:~ .:
(t)21 4(:i+t, :q&t, :j) ..
Our result now follows by tensoring with 4(:1, ..., :^i , ..., :^q , ..., :^j , ..., :n) .. All the
remaining are simple variations on this theme. To finish this case, if q> j,
let
:~ =(*i , *j , *q)(+i , +j , +q),
; =(*i , *j , *q)(+j , +i , +q),
and proceed as above.
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(5) Suppose p{i, q= j. If p<i, let
:~ =(*p , *i , *j)(+p , +i , +j)
; =(*p , *i , *j)(+p , +j , +i),
and if p>i, let
:~ =(*i , *p , *j)(+j , +p , +i)
; =(*i , *p , *j)(+j , +p , +i)
and, again, as above.
(6) And the last case is p= j. Here let
:~ =(*i , *j , *q)(+i , +j , +q)
; =(*i , *j , *q)(+j , +i , +q).
and again proceed as above.
This completes the proof.
The following lemma gives the basic construct needed to prove that the
Schur complex associated to a large number of shapes has relations deter-
mined by pairs of rows. The idea is to embed the Schur complex associated
to # into another Schur complex which has already been shown to have
relations determined by pairs of rows. This embedding embeds the relations
of L#. into the relations of the latter complex. I then use the injection of
a third complex, whose relations have been shown to be determined by
pairs of rows, to winnow the relations down to the set we are after. Let
#=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a skew convex shape in standard position with
its distinguished row being the k th. Let mk be minimal such that *m=*n
and j maximal such that +j=+m .
Lemma 5.6. Let q<k be maximal such that +j<+q*j . Let
# =(*1 , ..., *m&1, *m+1, ..., *j+1, *j+1 , ..., *j+1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +m&1, +m+1, ..., +j+1, +j+1, ..., +n)
and
:=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +q&1 , +j , +q+1 , ..., +j&1 , +q , ..., +n).
Then if both L# . and L:. have relations determined by pairs of rows then
so does L#..
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Remark. Note that : is skew convex although a permutation of the
rows may be needed.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, id: 4#.  4# . induces a surjection L#.  L# .
and so ker d# /I# . Now
I# .=I#.+ :
*j+p
pq
ms j
(+p&+s)sp 4 (#1, ..., #p++p&+s , ..., #s++s&+p , ..., #n) ..
I claim that, in fact,
I# .=I#.+(+q&+j)jq 4 (*1&+1, ..., *q&+j , ..., *j&+q , ..., *n&+n)..
First, for the terms with pq, s{ j, we have
(+p&+s)sp 4(*1&+1, ..., *p&+s , ..., *s&+p , ..., *n&+n).
/I#.+(+p&+j)jp 4(*1&+1, ..., *p&+j , ..., *j&+p , ..., *n&+n) .
by Corollary 5.4.
Second, for the terms with p<q, +p*j ,
(+p&+j)jp 4(*1&+1, ..., *p&+j , ..., *j&+p , ..., *n&+n) .
/I#.+(+q&+j)jq 4(*1&+1, ..., *q&+j , ..., *j&+q , ..., *n&+n) .
by Corollary 5.2.
So now I need only show that
(+q&+j)jq 4(*1&+1, ..., *q&+j , ..., *j&+q , ..., *n&+n) . & ker d# /I#..
But since (+q&+j)jq induces an injection L:.  L#.,
(+q&+j)jq 4(*1&+1, ..., *q&+j , ..., *j&+q , ..., *n&+n) . & ker d#
is contained in the image of the relations of L:.. However, by Lemma 5.5,
(+q&+i)jq I:./I#. and the theorem is proved.
6. PRESENTATIONS OF SCHUR COMPLEXES
For the remainder of row convex shapes the proof that the associated
Schur complex is determined by pairs of rows goes by induction. The
following definitions provide the appropriate statistics with which the
induction is performed.
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Definition. Let #=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n)(+1 , +2 , ..., +n) be a skew convex
diagram. Then the k th row of # is the distinguished row if k maximal is such
that +k is minimal. This is to say that the k th row extends the furthest to
the left and is the bottom-most row amongst those that extend that far. A
skew convex diagram is said to be in standard position if the diagram
satisfies
(1) given j, with *j=*k and +j<+k , then j>k, and
(2) permuting the *n th and the *n+1st gives a shape which fails to
be row convex.
The gap of #, gap(#), equals +1&*k . The number of underboxes the k th
row is i>k aij . For a skew convex diagram the number of underboxes is
the number of boxes under the distinguished row.
Definition. For a row convex diagram, the k th row is said to be an
indented row if there is an i<k< j such that +i<+k and +j<+k .
I now have enough tools to begin demonstrating that the Schur complex
associated to any row convex shape has relations determined by pairs of
rows. The proof separates into four cases, of which the first was dealt with
in an earlier section:
(1) Skew convex shapes, #, for which all the rows under the dis-
tinguished one extend the same distance to the right and overlap the first.
In this case the given complex can be embedded into the tensor product of
a pair of Schur complexes which are each associated to a partition. This
allows us to identify a LittlewoodRichardson basis for L#. and that the
partial shuffles between pairs of rows are sufficient for straightening all
bitableaux to this basis.
(2) Skew convex shapes, #, with the distinguished row extending to
the right at least far enough to abut the first row. Here the proof will be
on a double induction on the number of underboxes and then on a tuple
which measures how far the shape deviates from case (1). L#. is embedded
in a complex associated to a shape which deviates to a lesser extent which
is used to bound the possibilities for generators.
(3) All other skew diagrams. Here the proof goes by induction on the
gap which in effect is the measure of how far such a shape deviates from
case (2).
(4) Row convex shapes. The proof goes by induction on the number
of indented rows.
The proof of the second case goes by induction on the number of under-
boxes.
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Theorem 6.1. Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a skew convex diagram
in standard position with the kth row being the distinguished one. Suppose
*k+1 . Putting #i=*i&+i , L#. has a presentation
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
i< j
(t)ji 4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .  4#..
Proof. If there are no underboxes, then # is a skew partition and the
theorem is clearly true. Suppose then that # has one underbox. If +n+1
then the theorem is true by the previous theorem. Suppose then the
theorem is true for +n+i and that +i+1+n<+i . We may by a permuta-
tion of the rows assume *n=+i . Let
# =(*1 , ..., *n&1 , *n+1)(+1 , ..., +n&1 , +n+1)
and
:=(*1 , ..., *n&1)(+1 , ..., +i&1 , +n , +i+1, ..., +n&1).
By the induction hypothesis # satisfies the theorem. : is a skew partition so
it also satisfies. Thus, we are in the position of the Lemma 5.6 and so the
theorem holds for #. By induction the theorem holds for all such shapes
with one underbox.
Assume then the theorem is true for shapes with p$ underboxes with
p$<p for some p>0. To each such shape associate the sequence of integers
n#=(*k&*k+1 , *k&*k+2 , ..., *k&*n , 0, ...). Place an ordering on the skew
convex shapes with distinguished row k with p or fewer underboxes by
putting #=(*$1 , ..., *$n$)(+$1 , ..., +$n$)<#=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) if n$<n or if
n$=n and n#$<n# lexicographically. Notice that if n#=(0, 0, ...) then we are
in the situation of Theorem 4.3 and the theorem is true. Note, also, that
permuting the columns to bring the shape into standard position moves us
downward in this order and so we may assume # is in standard position.
Suppose then that n# {(0, 0, ...) and that the theorem is true for all skew
convex shapes less than #. Put # and : as in Lemma 5.6. # is less than # and
: has fewer underboxes. We then have the situation of the lemma and the
theorem is proved.
The third case goes by induction on the gap.
Theorem 6.2. Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a skew convex diagram
in standard position with the kth row being the distinguished one. Putting
#i=*i&+1 , L#. has a presentation
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
i< j
4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .  4#..
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Proof. The proof goes by induction on gap(#). If gap(#)0 then this is
the previous theorem. Suppose then that the theorem is true for all skew
convex diagrams with gap less than g. Suppose # has a gap of g. The proof
goes by induction on the number of underboxes. If the shape has no under-
boxes then it is a skew partition and the theorem is clearly true. Suppose
the theorem is true for every shape with a gap of g and having fewer under-
boxes than #. Let T#=i>k *k&*i . Now put # and : as in Lemma 5.6. If
T#=0 then # has a gap of g&1 and so L# . has relations determined by
pairs of rows. : also has a gap less than that of # since its distinguished row
is the (k&1)st. Thus in this case # is determined by relations between pairs
of rows. Otherwise, assume the theorem is true for all shapes, #$, with gap
of g and the same number of underboxes as # with T#$<T# . T# <T#
and : has fewer underboxes than # so both L# . and L:. have relations
determined by pairs of rows and the proof follows from Lemma 5.6.
And to complete, the last case goes by induction on the number of
indented rows.
Theorem 6.3. Let #=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +n) be a row convex diagram.
L#. has a presentation
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
i< j
4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .  4#..
Proof. The proof goes by induction on the number of indented rows. If
# has no indented rows then # is a skew convex diagram and L#. has a
presentation
:
t>max[0, +i&+j]
i< j
4(#1, ..., #i+t, ..., #j&t, ..., #n) .  4#.
by the previous theorem. So let us assume, inductively, that all shapes with
k or fewer indented rows, k0, have relations determined by pairs of rows.
I will now show that all diagrams with k+1 indented rows have the
indicated presentation.
The proof of this last goes by induction on the number of boxes beneath
the last indented row. Suppose there is one such box. Let i1 , ..., ip be a
maximal sequence of distinct integers satisfying the conditions:
(1) i1=n&1
(2) 1ij<n&1 for j>1
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(3) +ij+1<+ij
(4) there is no 1k<n&1 such that +ij+1<+k<+ij .
Now fixing the first n&1 rows of the diagram there are, up to permutation
of the columns, p distinct diagrams which have k+1 indented rows and
one bow below the last intended row. These are
#( j)=(*1 , ..., *n&1 , +ij)(+1 , ..., +n&1 , +ij&1).
Put
#(0)=(*1 , ..., *n&1 , +n&1+1)(+1 , ..., +n&1 , +n&1+1).
Clearly #(0), being a diagram with k indented rows, satisfies the theorem.
Now id: 4#( j).  4#( j&1). induces a surjection, with a permutation of the
columns, L#( j).  L#( j&1) .. Now I#( j) .=I#( j&1).+(1)nij 4(*1&+1, ..., *ij&+ij) ..
So, by induction, I will be done if I show
(1)nij 4(*1&+1, ..., *ij&+ij+1, ..., *n&+n) . & ker d#( j) /I#( j) ..
Let :=(*1 , ..., *n&1)(+1 , ..., +j&1 , +j&1, +j+1 , ..., +n&1). This shape has k
indented rows and so has relations determined by pairs of rows. Since L:.
injects into L#., (1)nij 4(*1&+1, ..., *ij&+ij+1, ..., *n&+n). & ker d#( j) is contained in
the image of the relations of L: .. By Lemma 5.5 these are contained in the
relations determined by the pairs of rows of L#. and the theorem is shown
in this case.
Now assume the theorem is true for all shapes with k+1 indented rows
and fewer underboxes than #. To each diagram, D, with k+1 indebted
rows, let j be maximal so that the j th row is indented. Let f (D)=j<in
*j&*i . The proof goes by induction on f (D). If f (D)=0, then the rows of
D may be permuted to a diagram D$ with isomorphic Schur complex so
that D$ has k indented rows and so inductively has the indicated presenta-
tion.
So now assume, again inductively, that all diagrams with 0 f (D)< f (#)
have relations determined by pairs of rows. Let i> j be maximal so that
*i&1>*i . Note that *i=*i+1= } } } =*n . We may assume there is at least
one i $< j so that +i<+i $*i , otherwise we may decrease f (#) by a
permutation of columns. Let m be maximal so that +i=+i+1= } } } =+m .
Let
#$=(*1 , ..., *j&1, *J+1, ..., *m+1, *m+1, ..., *n)(+1 , ..., +j&1 , +J+1, ..., +m+1, +m+1 , ..., +n).
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Then id: 4#.  4#$. induces a surjection L# .  L#$ .. Then the relations
of L#. are contained in those of L#$.. We have
I#$.=I#.+ :
iqm
p j
+i<+p*i
(+p&+i)qp
_4(#1, ..., #p&1, *p&+i , #p+1, ..., #i&1, *i&+p , #i+1, ..., #n) ..
So I need to show that for p, q satisfying the conditions of the sum
(+p&+i)qp 4(#1, ..., #p&1, *p&+i , #p+1, ..., #i&1, *i&+p , #i+1, ..., #n). & ker d# /I#..
To this end let
:=(*1 , ..., *n)(+1 , +p&1 , +q , +p+1, ..., +q&1 , +p , +q+1 , ..., +n).
Although it may first require a permutation of the rows, : has fewer boxes
under its last indented row and so L: . has relations determined by pairs
of rows. But (+p&+q)qp induces an injection of L: . into L#. and so
(+p&+q)qp 4: . & ker d# is contained in the image of the relations determined
by pairs of rows of L:.. These are contained in the relations determined
by pairs of rows of L#.. Since this is true for all appropriate choices of p
and q, the theorem is proved.
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